Sleeper Compatible Lounge Chairs & Sofas

AC Furniture’s components which include frames, springs, foam, mattress, and mechanisms meets or exceeds the industry’s highest standards. A combination of competitive pricing, durable construction, and design emphasis make AC Furniture the logical choice for upholstered seating.

MECHANISM
Heavy duty mechanisms are standard. Each mechanism features square tubular cross members of heavy gauge steel, strategically located for improved sleeping comfort and added stability. A positive lock feature secures the bed in the open position and ensures proper folding of the mattress upon closing. Anti-tilt mechanisms are standard.

MATTRESS
Standard mattress is a 6 inch innerspring, 72 inch long with a plush padding and luxurious damask cover. Spring unit is 13.5 gauge, heat-tempered, high carbon steel wire Bonnell Coil. Mattress widths: 60” Queen, 52” Full, 40” Twin, 24” Chair.